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Forward: Chair  
David Brown

Welcome to the 2022 Port Skills and Safety 
Membership Pack.

I hope you will agree that, with the arrival of 
our new chief executive, Debbie Cavaldoro 
and the development of her new team, the 
Board has brought a new energy, focus and 
drive to Port Skills and Safety Ltd. 

I would like to thank all our members for 
the work you have done to in making huge 
strides to improve the UK ports’ safety record. 
However, as your chair, I also believe I have a 
duty to be blunt and direct; we are still lagging 
(and I have chosen this word carefully) behind 
other industries with our safety record. 

The mining, construction and manufacturing 
industries have incident rates that average 
around 1.5 incidents per million hours works, 
whereas the ports sector is more than double 
this at just over 3 incidents per million hours.

These sectors, handling similar plant, and 
operating in similar conditions, have worked 
on improving their safety records in recent 
decades and if they can, so can we. I 
frequently ask myself what are we still doing 
wrong – or not doing at all?

I believe the answer lies in a 
fundamental commitment from us all to share 
our best practise and challenge each other to 
drive up our skills base and safety standards to 
ensure that PSS is greater than the sum of its 
individual parts.  

I strongly urge you to read, embrace and 
share widely the new benefits available within 
this revamped PSS offering. Without your 
input and commitment, the UK port sector 
will continue to languish with Lost Time 
Indicators (LTIs) and Accident Frequency 
Rates (AFRs) that put us well down the safety 
league table of other sectors. 

This is a call to arms to all PSS members, 
and to those who have not yet made the 
commitment to join: engage, be ambitious and 
be demanding with the unwavering aim of 
making our ports safer.  

Our ‘quay workers’ deserve nothing less. 

David Brown  
Chair of the Board

Contaner ship under loading operation in the port of Felixtowe  
Credit: Igor Filchakov
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The last 24 months have thrown up many 
challenges for UK ports, with Brexit and 
Covid-19 creating changes on an almost daily 
basis. It sometime feels like the ‘new normal’ is 
actually a constant state of change.

At Port, Skills and Safety Ltd, the changes 
have also included an almost complete 
change in staffing, with a new chief executive, 
new health and safety culture lead, new 
data lead and the (soon to be completed) 
recruitment of a new skills, careers and 
diversity lead.

Hopefully 2022 will be a time of new 
beginnings. As the UK settles into life fully 
outside of the EU and vaccines mean the 
covid grip is (hopefully) lessoned, PSS will 
emerge stronger, more dynamic and more 
member focussed than before.

A number of new initiatives are ready to 
be launched (see page 4) which will mean 
that all members get greater value for their 
membership fee than ever before. There 
will be changes in the way PSS is organised, 
a new membership database to improve 
communications, invitations and notifications, 
and a re-designed website to help members 
access the information you need when you 
need it. 

We will be building better relationships 
with our partners, including the Chamber 
of Shipping, MCA, MAIB, HSE, Maritime 
UK, government, trade unions and training 
providers to ensure there is a consistent 
safety and skills message across the entire 
sector.

In 2022 PSS will be launching a new Safety 
Innovation Development Fund to provide 
grants and other support to companies and 
initiatives which aim to increase safety in ports.

All of this is taking place with one priority  
in mind – to make ports safer. 
With the right practical guidance and the best 
trained workers, the sector should be able 
to deliver on its promises to put an end to 
fatalities in UK ports.

There should be no organisation operating in 
or around UK ports that does not share this 
ambition, and therefore there should not be a 
single organisation who does not want to join 
PSS and make this a reality.

If your organisation is not a member join 
today. If you work with contractors who 
are not members, encourage them to join. 
Together we will make ports safer.

Debbie Cavaldoro  
PSS Chief Executive

debbie.cavaldoro@ 
portskillsandsafety.co.uk  

Contact Debbie to:

• Join PSS or recommend  
a potential member

• Provide feedback on any 
aspect of PSS work

• Join the Safety Innovation 
Development Fund

• Recommend a potential  
new service or support  
PSS could offer

Report: Chief Executive 
Debbie Cavaldoro
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Member Benefits  
Full Members

Health and Safety Standards PSS has a suite of Safety in Ports 
documents developed by the industry and approved by trade 
unions and the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) (see page 8). 
NEW FOR 2022. These documents will be simplified and delivered 
to members in a range of digital formats to ensure they are 
understood and implemented from the ground up.

Future Port Skills Take part in the design and continuous improvement 
of port specific qualifications skills and standards.

Incident Dashboard Track your Health & Safety performance against 
national rates. NEW FOR 2022. PSS will be collecting more data from 
members to provide analytics which could help members avoid near 
misses becoming a reality. Members will also be able to view their 
monthly data via Power BI and compare their performance via a range 
of metrics.

Safety Alerts Learn fast, learn once. The PSS Safety Alert system flags 
incidents direct to members to enable them to take onboard any 
necessary learning or developments.

Action Groups Join PSS working groups to share best practice 
and affect real change. NEW FOR 2022 PSS is launching two new 
committees dedicated to Health, Safety & Culture and Skills, Careers  
& Diversity.

Industry-Leading Events PSS runs a series of seminars, webinars and 
conferences throughout the year to share best practice, innovation  
and resource development. NEW FOR 2022 PSS is launching a 
new Annual Membership Conference – hear from industry leaders, 
government and the wider maritime and transport sector covering  
all aspects of port safety and skills.

For more information  
about member 
benefits please  
visit our website or 
scan the QR code.
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Working together for safer ports  
and skilled port workers

Quality Assurance PSS subject matter experts are on hand to 
address members risks and training needs, and health and safety 
compliance against industry standards.

Ask Members Looking to update your safety induction policy, buy 
new PPE or want to know what to do with a leaking container? 
Simply post your question anonymously and we will ask members 
to share their recommendations, best practice and advice.

Communications PSS shares vital information such as SiPs 
documents, industry best practice and safety alerts via our 
website and social media platforms to help members stay 
informed and stay safe. NEW FOR 2022 PSS is updating its brand 
and website so that information is clearer, more concise, and 
easier to find. We will feature in-depth profiles of our members 
and thought-leadership pieces from industry experts and beyond.

Peer Partnerships PSS works with maritime and transport 
organisations, trade unions, academics and international bodies 
to bring our members the very best in new initiatives, solutions 
and best practice.

One voice for Ports Skills and Safety PSS works with the 
Government and government agencies, maritime and transport 
organisations, trade unions, academics and international bodies 
to raise health, safety and skills standards in UK ports.

 
Credit: Getty Images
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Member Benefits   
Affiliate membership

PSS has an affiliates membership for organisations 
that do not directly run ports but who make a 
contribution to the work of ports.

UK ports are a distinct workplace, bringing unique 
health and safety challenges for staff. As a service 
provider to the port industry, you need to ensure 
the safety of all personnel on any sites.

Port Skills and Safety provides access to the latest 
health and safety guidelines for anyone working 
in or around ports, as well as the opportunity to 
work with those who manage ports to develop 
systems and innovate for the future.

Affiliate members are able to access most 
membership benefits excluding those involved 
in developing guidance and standards, or the 
incident dashboard. Affiliate members can attend 
relevant events and committees but there may be 
a small admin charge applied.

What our members say:
“As a major supplier of equipment to the port industry, we 
want to understand the current safety challenges and any 
future safety standards/requirements that may be introduced 
into the sector.”

“[Our] global mission statement is to work closely with our 
customers, to understand their business and drive safety 
improvements to reduce injuries in the industry. Being a 
member of PSS supports this.”

“
 
Credit: Kupicoo/Getty Images
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Training Provider 
membership

This membership category is open 
to training providers and consultants 
providing learning and development 
services to the ports industry. 

Training provider affiliates can input into 
the development of PSS resources and 
attend events and committees related 
to skills, training and careers. 

Please note that PSS does not accredit 
training providers or consultants.

Below: The arrival of the Vanquish into 
Scotland’s key strategic freight hub 
at The Port of Grangemouth today 
launched a new-short sea shipping call 
with Samskip for Scottish exporters and 
importers direct into mainland Europe  
Credit: DevlinPhoto ltd
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SiP001  Workplace transport – planning & terminals

SiP002  General cargo

SiP003  Container handling

SiP004  Timber handling

SiP005  Mooring operations 

SiP006  Transfer of bulk liquids & gases

SiP007  Loading & unloading of dry bulk cargo

SiP008  Storage of dry bulk cargo

SiP009  Lighting

SiP010  Workplace transport – StoRo & RoRo operations

SiP011  Sources of occupational health information

SiP012  RoRo passenger and cruise operations

SiP013  Management of non-permanent employees

SiP014  Safe access and egress

SiP015  Confined spaces in ports

SiP016  Emergency planning in ports

SiP017  Guidance on fitness for work and health surveillance

SiP018  Safety induction and training

SiP019  Merged into water safety

SiP020  Water safety

SiP021  Access to small craft

SiP022  Biomass

SiP023  Paper and forest products

SiP024  Safe access and hazardous atmosphere in freight containers

One of the most valued resources that PSS 
offers is the Safety in Ports (SiPs) suite of 
guidance. Produced in conjunction with the 
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and trade 
unions, these documents aim to improve 
safety in ports in a range of common areas. 
The guidance is periodically reviewed and 
amended to ensure it keeps pace with 
industry change and members are invited to 
join the review process. 

In order to ensure that the guidance is 
received and understood by those who 
will benefit most from it – those working 
on the front line in ports – PSS will be 
looking at innovate ways of breaking 
down the guidance in to short, easy-to-
digest formats.

The current range of SiP documents are 
available on the PSS website.

Safety In Ports
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The promotion of health and safety culture 
is one of PSS’s primary objectives.

The promotion of health and safety 
best practice remains one of PSS’s main 
objectives. In 2022 we will continue to 
work towards a safer ports industry which 
can finally take its place alongside other 
similar industries with a safety record to 
be proud of.

To facilitate the sharing of best practice, 
the development of new guidance and 
the continuous improvement of existing 
guidance, we will be re-launching the Port 
Skills and Safety Group as the Port Safety 
Group – with a clearer remit to improve 
safety.

This new group will bring together all those 
working in port Health and Safety to discuss 
recent incidents and mitigations, share 
knowledge and identify any areas where PSS 
guidance is required. Working groups will 
also be established to bring together those 
with similar ports operations or similar 
issues.

PSS will be developing port specific Hazard 
and Operability Study (HazOps) guidance 
based on the risks and mitigations systems 
already in use in the oil and gas and other 
similar industries. An initial group of ports 
has already volunteered to take part in a 
trial and initial results are due in the Spring. 
Other ports who are interested in taking 
part are welcome to volunteer.

To promote a holistic view of health and 
safety, new impetus will be placed on 
improving and supporting the mental health 
of port workers, looking at the root causes  
of incidents and on quality assurance. PSS 
will be working with other industries and 
maritime sectors to share lessons which will 
help to improve the safety of all.

As the coronavirus continues to affect the 
way everybody works, we will also continue 
to campaign to protect our Quay Workers 
and the vital work they undertake every day.

Health, Safety and Culture 

Kev Haag  
Health and Safety Culture Lead

kevin.haag@ 
portskillsandsafety.co.uk  

Contact Kev to: 

• Take part in the Port Safety 
Group or working groups

• Enquire about the HazOps 
project

• Receive specialist Health and 
Safety advice 

• Arrange a Health and Safety 
audit or site visit
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PSS is putting the Skills back into Skills and 
Safety! As well as a focus on health and 
safety skills and training, PSS will work on the 
full range of port-related skills, training and 
careers.

A new Port Skills Group will be launched 
in 2022 where HR managers, trainers and 
those interested in port skills will be invited 
to take part in discussions and working 
groups on port skills.

Alongside this, a new diversity group will 
be launched for port workers who identify 
as being from ethnic minority backgrounds, 
for women and for LGBT+ workers. The 
groups will look at ways to make ports more 
diverse and inclusive as well as providing 
support for those currently employed in UK 
ports.

A new focus will be placed on port careers, 
providing information for schools and further 

education careers advisors on the wide 
range of careers available in ports. PSS will 
provide support and guidance on careers 
and ensuing that the training needed to 
meet the technology challenges of the future 
is available and adequate.

PSS will continue to be the standards 
setting body for the ports sector working 
with members and other key stakeholders, 
to develop qualifications frameworks and 
apprenticeships that will meet the needs of 
employers and learners into the future.

There are currently five National 
Occupational Standards (NOS) that have 
been designed specifically for port roles 
– Port Operations, Supervision of Port 
Operations, Harbour Master, Marine Pilot, 
and Vessel Traffic Services. PSS will promote 
these courses to current and new entrants 
to the ports sector, especially to those 
currently working in parallel industries.

Currently Vacant  
Skills, Career and Diversity Lead 

info@portskillsandsafety.co.uk   

Contact PSS Info:  

• Take part in the Port Skills Group or working groups 

• Join the Ports Diversity Group

• Enquire about port qualifications

• Arrange a port skills audit or site visit 

Skills, Careers and Diversity
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PSS collates incident data from several 
UK port members for the purpose of 
benchmarking and trend analysis. Incident 
data is collected monthly for the ‘PSS Incident 
Dashboard’. This data is held by PSS for 
analysis and shared anonymously with those 
ports who take part, for benchmarking 
purposes.

Whilst the current system provides basic 
feedback on incidents, it is limited in 
functionality, data display and provides 
only a basic analysis of information. There 
is significant scope to modify the existing 
data and structure to enhance data analysis 
and flexibility and to open it out to more 
members to provide better and personalised 
benchmarking.

Therefore, we will be launching a new data 
collection system and utilising the freely 
available Power Business Intelligence (PBI) 
interactive data visualisation tool to extend 
our dashboard data.

The new PSS PBI dashboard has been 
extensively tested and is now available to all 
members who are currently part of the data 
collection system.

The existing data collection and dashboard 
is based on historical lagging indices. While 
this is useful for historical comparison and 
incident trending it does not enable analysis 
of proactive, leading indicator trends or the 
ability to begin to analyse future risks.

The next step to improve data analysis is to 
ask members currently involved to provide 
additional data in their reports. This does 
require the support and commitment from 
members in the form of time and resource 
to collate data monthly. However, this 
additional data will enable a more thorough 

benchmarking which will be of significantly 
greater value for all contributing members.

Additional data would include near miss data, 
behavioural safety observations, leadership 
walkabouts (or equivalent) plus the addition 
of work hours and stats for both contractors 
and employees. The latter would allow 
frequency rates to be calculated and trended.

The second step is to encourage more port 
members to take part in data collection. 
This will enable better trend analysis and 
benchmarking for the sector. If your port does 
not currently take part in the incident data 
reporting, please contact us to get involved.

The PSS board is also discussing several other 
developments to support a longer-term plan 
to move towards a common data framework 
and tool for members to use in collective 
benchmarking. We are also investigating ways 
in which non port members can contribute 
data. More information will be available 
through 2022.

Incident Dashboard

Fraser Lindsey  
Data Lead (part time)

fraser.lindsay@
portskillsandsafety.co.uk  

Contact Fraser to: 

• Take part in incident data 
reporting

• Provide monthly data reports

• Receive PSS PBI access and 
support
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2020 Accident Statistics Report 
 
PSS commissions an analysis of the data reported in the previous calendar year. This report is  
published in September the following year and gives an accurate picture of health and safety  
standards within the UK port industry.

The data coverage in the most recent 2020 Accident Statistics Report was approximately 85%  
of the PSS member workforce (approximately 16,500 employees across the UK) and indicated  
that Lost Time Injuries (LTIs) across ports have decreased in general.

2020 Findings Summary
Core Data       

 Total  Fatality Specified +7 day 4 to 7 1 to 3 Modified

Injuries 2020 197 2 17 95 29 52 2

Compared with 2019 ▼37%  ▼59% ▼18% ▼47% ▼41%. ▼33% 

 Main Findings 2020  Change 
 Figure from 2019 
 
2 fatalities within or adjacent to ports brought to PSS attention  2 

124 Over-3-Day injuries (exc. specified injuries) 2  ▼27%.

Zero Industrial Disease cases reported  28 

Zero Cases of workplace stress reported  28 

Accident Incidence Rate per 100 members of workforce = 0.87 2  ▼31%

Accident Incidence Rate per 100 direct employees = 0.87 2  ▼27%

24 organisations declared zero Lost Time Injuries in 2020   –   

11.2% of the reported workforce, worked in companies with zero LTI  –  ▲2.2%

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate for Direct Employees 6.4 11  ▼21%

15 Lost Time Injuries reported to indirectly employed persons and 3rd parties 12  ▼68%

Container ships remain the most likely vessels on which to have an accident (as in previous years) 
 

Total Lost days (all categories of accident):  3025  ▼38%
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Part of PSS’s renewed commitment to 
members is to improve our communications 
output and membership engagement. This 
includes overhauling the look of our output, 
and also changing the way in which we 
gather and present information.

The monthly newsletter has changed, instead 
of bombarding members with detail, we are 
now using the platform as an opportunity 
to let you know of any developments in PSS 
and the wider industry with links for more 
information. 

There will be a complete overhaul of 
our website to take advantage of recent 
technological development and provide 
a more user-friendly interface. Current 
resources, such as safety alerts and SiP 
documents, will be reorganised to facilitate 
easier searches, and safety alerts and 
best practice information requests will be 
published in full to provide more options for 
input.

We will publish more articles on the website 
and on our social platforms (predominantly 
LinkedIn and Twitter) to foster discussion. 
We will invite members and other industry 
experts to contribute thought leadership 
pieces to expand the membership 
knowledge base and ask our membership 
more regularly for their feedback.

Following on from the successful Mental 
Health Awareness Week campaign we ran 
in March 2021, PSS will run four campaigns 

weeks a year to highlight issues prevalent 
in the industry. These will include seminars, 
workshops, and expert advice panels to 
foster discussion and encourage the industry 
to share experiences.

Our communications will put members at 
the heart of everything we do, and your 
input, best practices and feedback are vitally 
important to us.

Communications

Rob Coniam  
Communications Manager 
(part time) 

rob.coniam@
portskillsandsafety.co.uk   

Contact Rob to: 

• Take part in our campaigns 
work

• Provide a thought 
leadership or company 
profile piece

• Provide feedback on our 
communications output

• Receive any of our 
resources in a tailored 
format
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PSS is core funded through subscriptions 
and is open to all port-related organisations 
including harbour authorities, conservancies, 
port and terminal operators, stevedoring 
companies and labour supply companies. 

Membership invoices are sent out annually in 
January, alongside the updated membership 
information pack. 

At PSS we believe that sharing best practice 
is at the heart of improving health and safety 
and skills standards. Our ‘Ask Members’ 
service enable you to anonymously enquire 
about the best practices, policies, or processes 
in use by other members. PSS sends out 
an anonymous enquiry on your behalf and 
advice offered is collated and fed back to you.

The PSS Safety Alerts are another example 
of best practice sharing, aimed at proactively 
preventing incidents among members. These 
are good opportunities for PSS members to 
review/modify safety control measures.

All advice and guidance is hosted on our 
website so that others can learn from, or add 
to it, as situations change.

As well as regular Explosive Security Officer 
and Managing Safely in Ports training; PSS 
will be hosting a one-day ‘Whose Choice is it 
anyway…?’ workshop in September 2022 at 
the Glazier’s Hall, in London.

PSS hosts events across the year to help 
inform and support our members. As well as 
the new subject matter committees (the Skills 
Committee, Safety Committee and various 
working groups) PSS runs a number of events 
which are free or heavily discounted for 
members.

New for 2022, PSS will be launching 
an annual conference and exhibition to 
coincide with Maritime Safety Week – 
this first conference will take place on 
Wednesday 6 July. The conference will bring 
together members, safety and skills experts, 

government, technology and innovation all 
under one roof. 

This conference will focus on sharing best 
practice, thought leadership and analysis – all 
the things that PSS does best!

As well as regular Dangerous Goods, 
Explosive Security Officer, and Managing 
Safely in Ports training; PSS will be hosting 
two one-day ‘Whose Choice is it anyway…?’ 
workshops in 2022. The first is provisionally 
scheduled for May and the second in 
September both at the Glazier’s Hall, in 
London.

These immersive events are designed to 
give participants ownership and practical 
leadership skills to challenge unsafe actions, 
unsafe conditions and enable all employees to 
be safety leaders. 

Bringing together industry and legal 
experts, this workshop progresses through 
four immersive training sessions to 
nudge behavioural change in people and 
organisations.

Admin and Events

Sharon Quinton  
Events, Finance & Office Manager 

sharon.quinton@ 
portskillsandsafety.co.uk

Contact Sharon to:

• Join PSS or recommend  
a new member

• Enquire about membership 
benefits and payments

• Share a safety alert or  
Ask Members enquiry

• Register interest for any events 
or committee meetings
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The PSS board fulfils the statutory duties of Port Skills and Safety Limited and ensures that 
the work of the secretariat meets members’ expectations. Each board member is a Board 
Champion for a specific area of PSS’s work.

David Brown
The Bristol Port 
Company 
PSS board chair 

Jake Storey 
Harwich Haven Authority 
PSS treasurer 

Stuart Wallace 
Forth Ports Ltd 
PSS deputy chair and 
policy board champion 

Alan Page 
Middlesex University 
Skills, Data and Academia 
board champion

David Patterson 
Kalmar Ltd 
Plant and Equipment 
board champion

Eddie Scoggins 
Port of Felixstowe 
Process assurance board 
champion

Johnny Schute 
Rail Safety and 
Standards Board 
Data and safety board 
champion

Martin Lawlor 
Port of Blyth 
Skills board champion

Michelle Tilley 
EDF Energy 
Legal board champion

Neil Glendinning 
Harwich Haven 
Authority 
BPA board champion

Debbie Cavaldoro 
PSS chief executive
 

As of January 2022  
the board has a  
vacancy for a  
non-executive board 
member to  
be the marine board 
champion.

PSS Board

Background image: Top view of Deep water port  
with cargo ship and container  Credit: Getty images
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Subscriptions are based on the number of employees shown in your most 
recent annual report, except for seafarers employed on commercial ships.  
Fees are charged at £28.40 per employee plus VAT. 

A minimum of £994.00 plus VAT applies to organisations employing up to  
35 employees. For organisations with more than 1,650 employees, the 
subscription rate is capped at £46,860.00 plus VAT. 

2022 Membership Rates
 
Companies with 35 or less employees  £994.00 total + VAT

Companies with 36 – 1649 employees  £28.40 per employee + VAT

Companies with 1,650 or more employees  £46,860.00 total + VAT

Training Provider & Consultants Subscription £497.00 + VAT

Affiliate Subscription £994.00 + VAT  

The subscription year runs from 1 January to 31 December, subscriptions for 
those organisations joining partway through the year are calculated pro rata. 

Port Skills and Safety Ltd exists to make UK ports safer and port workers 
more skilled. Our parent organisations, the British Ports Association and UK 
Major Ports Group, cover most of the UK commercial ports. 

Company Number: 10131855

Many thanks to the following ports for providing images for this pack: 
Port of Blyth, The Bristol Port Company, Forth Ports and Huchinson Ports.

www.portskillsandsafety.co.uk

Membership Fees

For more information  
about member 
benefits please  
visit our website or 
scan the QR code.

Front cover: The Port  
of Dover is a cross-channel 
port connecting the United 
Kingdom and France  
and one of the world’s 
busiest passenger ports   
Credit: Jeremy Edwards
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